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About This Game

"In Vitra" is a fantastic role-playing game with a turn-based combat system. It will lure you into the mysterious world of Vitra.

After years of relentless battles against horrible monsters, finally, peace seems to return to Vitra - when suddenly a strange
illness spreads throughout the land. When his grandmother is struck by a serious disease, young Noa and his friend Luke embark

on a quest for a cure. But their adventure turns out to be more challenging than they thought. To prevent the plague from
spreading even further they have to trace it back to its true origin.
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Together with the pharmacist's daughter Lee-Belle and the young priestess Billa Noa and Luke begin their perilous journey far
away from any human settlement. They have to face more and more fearsome creatures. And in the course of their adventure

the four friends surprisingly come across an even bigger secret.

Join our four friends as they venture deep into the lush green lands of Vitra.

FEATURES

 Experience a fantastic top-down role-playing game

 Hours of pure JRPG fun

 Immerse yourself in an exciting fantasy story full of surprises

 Embark on a dangerous journey and solve the mystery of Vitra

 Face dozens of lovingly designed creatures that inhabit the dark and unpredictable part of Vitra

 Learn countless spells and skills including a tier system

 Test your mettle with the challenging turn-based combat system

 Enjoy a fantastic soundtrack
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Title: In Vitra - JRPG Adventure
Genre: Adventure, RPG
Developer:
bumblebee
Publisher:
rokapublish
Release Date: 24 Mar, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows7/8/10 (32/64bit versions)

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo processor or AMD Athlon™ 64

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD graphics 4400 or more, Radeon HD graphics 5430 or more, OpenGL 3.0 or more

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 1 GB available space

English,German
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The game itself isn't bad, but doesn't seem finished. At all. It has now crashed 4 or 5 times in the last hour. Based upon these
issues, I would say pick it up if you can do so during a deeply discounted sale. The regular price is far, far too high for the game
as it is.. (Mild spoilers may follow - if concerned, simply read the TLDR.)

I did not like the wispy, trailing sensation I got from playing through the story. For a game with such an onerous main plot,
where you play a central role in the fate of your entire people under the volition of the gods, you meander far too much and far
too distractedly on your journey to the plot's destination.

An example: On your way to the game's pilgrimage site, which involves the traversement of a tedious marshland (this is not to
be confused with the journey which came before, involving the traversement of a tedious highland), you can be captured by
slavers. who bring you to a random city utterly unrelated to your quest, an event which the gods bewilderingly allow to happen
despite their propensity for intervening in more trivial pursuits. You spend far too great a portion of the game in an arena where
slaves are made to fight each other to the death, isolated from your oblivious tribespeople.

Imagine the angst of playing through the storyline of an RPG, say, Skyrim, where one is to defeat a terrible dragon. And on your
journey to its mountainous lair, you were abducted by slavers and hauled off to the bloodied sands of a coliseum halfway across
the ocean - what a bewildering tangent! I am all for encumberments to the resolution of a quest, but only insofar as the villains
are related to the quest itself, such that the fatal viccisitude would have been a trial to overcome, rather than a lengthy detour of
misfortune devoid of your antagonist's malice, and empty of pertinence.

And thus I was away from my tribe for a drastically long period of time, separated by oblivious enemies from oblivious allies
and when the time came to return to them - I was forced to leave behind the slaves who were yet in the arena, their fates
unresolved and unintervened. This riles against me because what the game has done was introduce an entirely new playing field
of story and morality, separate from the main questline, and then with a panoramic flick of the wrist dismissed the entire saga as
though it didn't matter! A few sentences of guilt, and the entire tale vanished, never again remembered as we resumed our
marshland hegira.

A tangent, and an empty one at that!

The problem with all of this is the lack of a sense of interconnectivity, which is exarcebated by the lack of a way to establish
emotional attachment. A plot where you are chosen by the gods, and are leading your people on a diaspora to a hallowed ground,
should be one which encourages you to actually care about the people and the gods. Apart from your advisor or two (you are
limited in your interactions, being forced to choose from a rigid rubric of socialisation) you do not interact personally with
individual members of the tribe. They are not a tribe of individuals for whom you care deeply, they don't even have names!
None of them are family or friends, none of them are capable of dialogue or recurring interaction, they are all simply colourless
pieces of resource meeples for you to collect and gather, and perhaps inspire on occasion with flaccid speeches.

I recall with amusement one of the scenes where you were forced, before a terrorist, to choose between two innocents who
would be executed upon selection. You had to pick one over the other, and yet neither the damned nor the survivor in the
aftermath of the damned would make any comment about your choice. I wanted to shake the survivor: "don't give me generic
comments about our prison setting or how you in your infinite triteness want to be rid of it, I just murdered a person for you!
Her decapitated head is right outside our cages staring! Talk to me, damn it, talk to me!"

Without a core of humanisation, there is no basal site for the player to establish emotional connections, no skeletal structure of
plot to support small branching side-quests, let alone the meandering and convoluted monstrosities which had led me off the
map several times to engage in unrelated storylines which were fleeting in significance and yet felt like an eternity to play
through due to their abysmal and narcotic tedium.

TLDR:
The flaws of the game may be summarised thusly: You may collect and acquire members for your tribe, but will never speak to
any of them. You may recruit members after a quest in which there is interaction, but once they're in your tribe, forget about
ever seeing them again. They are now no more than a number on your screen as you trail from one scene into another, like an
old-timey movie presenting a flickering series of images - between which the only connection is that you remain inexplicably
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the viewer.

The game was a terribly lonely playthrough for me. None of the tribe struck me as alive, and even those few clip art people
capable of dialogue had cardboard personalities, being incapable of memory and utterly imperceptive of the dramatic events
which unfolded around them. Saga of the North Wind was a long meandering adventure, which could have been a good thing,
but unfortunately, there was no one there to talk about it.. Great thing to read while pooping, and think while taking a shower.

11\/10 Game of The Year. This is an excellent game. although there is nothing ground breaking in terms of gameplay (its a basic
point and click game with simple puzzle elements), the game shines in areas of storytelling and soundtrack, the creator of the game,
laura shigihara deals with heavy topics and truths that will make you smile at times and move you to tears at others, the game is one
of the most beautiful and wholesome things I have ever experienced, this game is a must have for anyone who loves deep and
meaningful truths; vivid worlds, stories, and characters; and a fantastic soundtrack.

P.S. Bring tissues.. I'm only a few hours into this game, but I imagine that I will play it quite few more. It's fun and relaxing, the
humor is short-lived, however, it's a challenge going for the achievements, if that's your thing. Anyone who liked Oh Sir! The Insult
Simulator should like this as much. The tutorial is helpful, but I don't think it covers the utility in using recipe book; it took me a few
hours in to realize that the possible drinks you can make with the ingredients you are dealt will be highlighted in the book. As you
play the game, you'll quickly see how that is important, but this isn't a guide, just a review and I'll say this is a little gem. You can't
get much more bang for your buck or drink for your drunk. Bottoms up!. When it comes down to small ship combat it feels fast
and fun, how ever it feels more like a game where giant ships shine more when it comes to gameplay. It is missing some parts that
make it feel like a living galaxy but in regards it does feel as if there is so much that can be created for the game, the game is in
Early Access so keep that in mind.
What could make it more enjoyable:
-Customisable pieces to make a ship look more unique (such as paint jobs and different models of same components).
-Ability to change ship speed like a slider to go 10%30%\/90% speed.
-Different thrusters to cause the ship to go either faster forward\/backwards\/sideways that just many thrusters at the rear of the
ship.
-More satisfying ramming, I mean yeah... ramming a ship is risky and expensive but damn right fun as hell and ramming stuff with
a giant ship is always going to happen in any game where we can use giant vehicles.
-Making planets able to be landed on or have a purpose (BUT we kinda just zoom through them as of right now possibly because
EARLY ACCESS so we may see this in the future).
-Making the galaxy a more lively place.
So far as a early access game i have spent 46 hours of constantly building ships only to make them far better due to an update the
developers released and cannot wait to see more updates to witness where the game leads, I see alot of potential for this and have a
feeling that some of the reccomendations i said just before are already being planned for the galaxy in this game.. Kinda glitchy,
but still neat. Definitely worth the dollar I paid.
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please..for the love of god holding down the trigger to hold an item kills me..
-utilize grip buttons. -get rid of turning on trackpad - make trackpad teleport only

Im ok with graphics
- wish there were more things i could interact with in the environment. at times I felt like i should have been able to grab or
interact with something and my hand goes through it. sad panda face

- something about the sound seems just a bit off..cant name it but its off

no direction starting off..which may or may not be a bad thing depending on your tastes.
Found myself dying to first 2 encounters, then hitting dead ends.. kinda got bored of
the creepy chick eating my face. She seemed to spot me pretty easily. Would have liked
5 minutes of exploring the world and maybe a checkpoint before getting my\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665handed to me
over and over again.

TL:DR
Trailer looks really good in hindsight.. was expecting a little more
Probably wont put much time into this.
Might be good grab if its on sale...
. My favourite weapon pack so far.

- The Lebensauger .308 is a great sniper rifle, as a matter of fact, it renders the Rattlesnake obsolete. The Lebensauger deals
more damage, has a higher rate of fire and stability, and you can even get it more concealed than the Rattlesnake.

- The Kross Vertex is a good smg, tough not my favourite. With a 1200 rpm fire rate, it is better treated like a rifle, going for
small bursts aimed for the head, while when i use a smg i prefer a pray-and-spray model. However, it still has a quick reload and
a large ammo pool of 120 rounds (which will disappear in no time if you spray the Kross Vertex)

- The pistol crossbow is more of a toy for me than an actual weapon. A cool novelty for stealth, but i still prefer a suppressed
Judge, so I can knock back guards into comfortable spots, or even a good old fashioned pistol with a suppressor, simply because
I have a chance to take on alerted Murky guards, while with the crossbow you have only one shot, that may not kill. Not a
problem when you are in point blank range, but a bigger one when at a larger distance. Moreover, you can get the pistol
crossbow only to 28 concealment, with a base of 26.
Additionally, the bolts from the crossbow fall down much quicker than from the Plansrider bow. Makes it even harder to use in
combat.

- The shurikens are actually quite usefull outside stealth, tough on DW i would prefer a molotov or nades. The shurikens are
poisoned, an the poison works quite well on specials (except for the bulldoser, for obvious reasons), making them vomit much
faster than form poisoned arrows or bolts. I managed to stop a charging cloaker with it once. If it's not enough, you can pick
your shurikens up after you throw them. Usefull as hell.

Once again: This is my favourite weapon pack so far.. I wanted No Man's Sky to be a inproved version of this game... I don't
even need to say I was fully disapointed.
This game is amazing, 10\/10.
You guys should check out more of these underground indie games, I'm recomending this one and Retro\/Grade. Play them.. 
Sixtieth Kilometer is a visual novel with an interesting take on disaster fiction, some well-sketched believable
characters, and some unfortunate translation issues. If you want to play this game in English, be prepared to read some
awkward text. I wouldn't complain, except in some places it genuinely interfered with my immersion in the story.

The story itself is fairly good. The characters have clear personalities and believable actions. There's some interesting
ideas in the setting and how people respond to it, particularly in the second half. And the plot moves at a good pace,
never dragging or feeling rushed.

My biggest complaint is the presence of the quick-time events. I can understand the desire to add some gameplay
beyond simple action choices, but I don't feel this was the right approach. Still, you are always given the opportunity to
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save before them so they're not too much of a problem, and don't stop me recommending this game.. there are errors in
the topography especially around airports. some airstrips are depressed into the ground while others like naivasha are
extremely elevated as though on plateaus.
is there any way to correct this error?. An incredibly surreal and odd experience. I'm just glad that things like it get
made.. A surprisingly good space shooty arcade style game. There are a great deal of ships to unlock and choose from,
each with different stats, primary weapons (though most tend to shoot straight forwards) and unique ship specific
abilities, many of which are very fun to use and look at in action. You also get to choose a special weapon to use to
complement your ships abilities or weaknesses or strengths. Again, there is a good amount to choose from.

Enemy variety is decent, bosses are OK, powerups are what you would expect. There is nothing revolutionary here.

The looks might be a bit decieving though, it feels very smooth to play and there are some surprisingly nice looking
(and deadly) effects that can happen, usually when using a ships special ability.

There is only one outstanding bad thing and that is the translation. It is passable but bad enough to make certain item
or weapon abilites unclear and trying to follow the story is gonna end with constant facepalms. It is a good thing a story
is not what most care about in this kind of game, but it would have been nice to be able to follow it without feeling like
you are reading a sci-fi story paper a 5 year old handed in to their teacher. Other than that everything else becomes
clear as you use items and weapons.

If you want to shoot aliens with spaceships like the old days but still have some variety in the gameplay and looks, then
this is definitely a game you want and something you can come back to every now and then for some shooty goodness.
That is what I wanted, and that is what I got.
. It's very beautiful, articulate, and modernic, but I'm not sure if I can find Iit outside the game.
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